
with OCDE Project GLAD®

Tips for creating a GLAD® classroom environment
while following CDC guidelines on site

Setting up the Physical Space

RETHINK INSTRUCTIONAL SPACES1
2

3
INVEST IN PAINTERS TAPE

INCREASE USE OF INDIVIDUAL WHITE BOARDS

Utilize larger spaces in the school, indoors and outside to
ensure physical distance. Danish schools have found success
doing as much instruction outside as possible during good
weather. Assign outdoor instruction spaces per classroom to
avoid bottlenecks. 

Place tape markers on the floor to guide students what their
personal space and 6ft perimeter look like. When desks are
rotated for instruction (see #10) tape markers guide
students where to move their desks. 

4DITCH SHARED MATERIALS 

White board races is a classroom game where students
write or sketch the answer to a teacher's question on a
small whiteboard and hold it up for validation or points.
Use white boards for 10/2 prompts as well. 

Students should keep their own supplies in their own desk
and pencil boxes. Just like old days when we were kids. 
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The CDC recommends students stay together all
day with the same teacher(s)  in the same
classroom, even for lunch and recess. We
recommend creating another bubble within that
classroom bubble made up of 6-8 students. Two
teams create a bubble. This mini bubble would
do all group activities together, team tasks, small
groups, science labs, perhaps even recess. 
Check out our August 2020 blog for further
explanation!

Student Interactions

CLEAR STUDY CARRELS

GIVE YOURSELF GRACE TO HAVE A LOUDER SPACE

10/2 BUDDIES

BUBBLE WITHIN A BUBBLE

For schools who have invested in clear plastic
study carrels, students rotate desks to face each
other (6ft apart) during times of team activities.
Also, bring individual carrels to small groups for
an additional separation barrier. 
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Student interactions 6' apart and masked vs 1' apart
require a different level of volume. What was an
"inside voice" last year may be different this year. 

Assign 10/2 buddies that sit adjacent to each other.
This compartmentalizes interactions. Train students to
turn and talk but not to lean in. If clear carrels aren't
available, consider sourcing clear plastic yourself and
making a 10/2 shield for each student. 
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Managing Interactive Instruction

STUDENTS AT THEIR DESKS

PLAN FOR PROXIMITY

LOOKING FOR IDEAS TO ADAPT GLAD® STRATEGIES ONLINE?

The teacher presents all charts electronically.
Strategies involving student interaction with the chart
(processing, word card review, ELD review) utilize
individual devices and interactive apps, such as
peardeck, padlet, kami, etc. 

The teacher presents lessons using GLAD® charts from
different places in the room. Place the chart paper on the
wall where it will "live" and present from there. All
students are at their desks.  Desks are rotated to face
instruction. This gives everyone a turn to be in the front. 
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Check out Next Step's Path to Proficiency, the most comprehensive online
coaching program to support teachers with OCDE Project GLAD®
implementation and language development. Each strategy lesson series
includes extensions and applications for different grade levels and how to
adapt GLAD strategies for online learning.  Click here for more information!  

https://www.nextstepsprojectglad.com/path-to-proficiency
https://www.nextstepsprojectglad.com/path-to-proficiency

